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Traffic Safety Roads 
In this issue Traffic Safety Roads is published 

by the 
Graham Feest Consultancy 

incorporating the   
UK Road Safety Network 

 
Traffic Safety Roads (TSR) collates a range of 
information and opinion from various sources. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure its 
accuracy the Graham Feest Consultancy cannot 
be held responsible for any incorrect 
information provided from third parties or the 
views expressed by individuals. 
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WHAT DOES THIS SIGN MEAN? 

Humberside Police are  horrified at the number of drivers who claimed 

not to know what a red circle with a car and bike inside means. 

The force was taking action an East Riding village six miles from Hull, 

where residents had been complaining about people using vehicles in 

the road when clearly the intention intention of an "access only" is 

permitted and has been introduced to make it safer for walkers and 

cyclists. 

On a day of action nearly 100 drivers were stopped between 5pm and 

6pm and only five could justify a right of access  

 

BREAKDOWN COVER 

It would appear that millions of motorists are 

now considering cancelling their breakdown 

insurance in a bid to cut back on everyday 

outgoings. 

Research commissioned by IAM RoadSmart, has 

revealed that one in five (21 per cent) of the 

1,000 drivers surveyed are considering 

cancelling their vehicle’s breakdown cover. 

Worryingly, this figure means that millions of 

drivers across the nation could find themselves 

stranded by the roadside, without cover in the 

event of a vehicle fault or collision. 

Half of 18–24-year-olds surveyed stated that 

they have considered cancelling their cover, in 

stark contrast to just 14 per cent of 55–64-

year-olds and seven per cent of drivers over 

65.  

There were also regional differences with 

nearly half (44 per cent) of Londoners stating 

they are considering cancelling their cover, 

making them the most likely to cut costs. This 

compares to just one in ten (10 per cent) of 

residents from the North East. 

ROAD ANGER 

In a further survey by IAM RoadSmart it was revealed discovered that 58 per cent of Londoners find 

themselves getting angry at other drivers when they make mistakes. And with 2.5 million licensed 

cars in London, this could represent up to 1.4 million drivers losing their cool on the capital’s roads. 

Meanwhile, residents of Northern Ireland and West Midlands were the 

second most prone to road rage, with 45 per cent and 44 per cent 

respectively admitting they also get angry at other drivers. 

Scottish drivers were found to be the calmest drivers, with just a third 

(32 per cent) of motorists north of the border admitting they are prone 

to road rage. The Scots were closely followed by drivers from the 

North-West and North-East of England, with 33 per cent and 36 per 

cent of motorists from this region confessing to feeling angry behind 

the wheel, respectively. 

It appears motorists’ anger while driving is also leading them to sound their horns inappropriately, 

with over half (56 per cent) of Londoners stating that they are likely to sound their horn at a motorist 

who is driving too slowly in front of them compared to just one in ten of Welsh motorists and 14 per 

cent of East Midlands drivers.  

Traffic Safety Roads 
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2022 PRINCE MICHAEL AWARDS 

Nominations are being sought for the 2022 Prince Michael International Road Safety Awards  which 

were established by HRH Prince Michael of Kent in 1987 and each year the ‘most 

outstanding’ international road safety initiatives receive public recognition 

through the scheme. 

The awards are presented in five main categories based on the five pillars of the 

Global Plan for a Decade of Action: road safety management, safer roads, safer 

vehicles, safer road users and post-crash response. 

The deadline for submissions is 30th July 2022. 

Information on the criteria and how to make a nominationcan be found at 

https://www.roadsafetyawards.com/nominations 

 

LAW ENFORCEMENT OF 20 MPH ZONES. 

Researchers at  Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) found that enforcement nearly halve the number of 

crashes.  

The initial report published in 2019 has often been misquoted to 

show the failure of 20 mph zones but the report has resurfaced as 

the campaign for more 20 mph zones gains considerable traction. 

The report reveals that roads which enforce ‘speed zones’ – using 

humps and/or chicanes as well as 20mph signage – reduce collisions 

by 41%. Furthermore, serious and fatal injuries drop by up to 46%. 

However, studying the data from the Department of Transport has 

suggested that road signs alone are not proving a sufficient deterrent 

for speeders.  

QUB reviewed DfT studies showing little evidence for the safety benefits of roads with 20mph signs 

only. The new findings from nine 20mph zones suggest signs alone are largely ignored by drivers 

however those with physical traffic calming measures are showing some promising signs. 

The DfT’s end of year report in 2018, however, found that 20mph zones in England failed to reduce 

air pollution or increase the uptake of walking or cycling over a four year - period. However, critics 

of the report cited the lack of enforcement including police forces unwilling and unable to enforce 

local schemes that lack legal force. 

The Welsh government is looking to impose a blanket 20mph limit on all residential roads. However 

its consultation found less than 50% of respondents backed the plan. Despite this, the Welsh authority 

believes it improves safety and the environment and will push forward with plans. 

Dr Ruth Hunter, of the Centre for Public Health at QUB, said: 

“Our findings show a growing body of evidence to support the use of 20mph zones, showing them to 

be effective in reducing the number and severity of collisions and casualties. Our research also found 

an increase in participants walking and children cycling spontaneously in 20mph zones, indicating the 

potential indirect positive impact on physical activity.” 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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ABUSE OF LEARNER DRIVERS 

81% of learners have experienced abuse or 

intimidation from other road users, which leads to 

72% of learners making mistake and as a result 

Marmalade Insurance are asking the Government to 

do more to prevent on-road bullying of learners by 

introducing measures to impose stronger sentences 

on drivers who drive carelessly or dangerously around 

learner drivers. 

They will also be raising awareness amongst all road 

users, providing guidance to learners on how to deal 

with on-road abuse, and sharing resources on how 

road users can curb their road rage.  

Marmalade have instigated a petition calling on the 

the Government to make disregard for the safety of 

drivers displaying an L-plate an aggravating factor in 

dangerous driving and careless driving offences. This 

would allow courts to impose stronger sentences on 

drivers who do not take sufficient precautions when 

driving near learner drivers. 

If you want to find out more https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/617180 

 

WHAT DO FALLS IN MOTORISED TRAFFIC MEAN FOR AIR QUALITY? 

The periods of lockdown within the UK through 2020 offered a unique opportunity to investigate what 

the fall in motorised traffic meant for air quality and is something that the authorities within Safer 

Roads Berkshire wanted to understand with the help of 

Team Agilysis. The hope that if as one would expect the 

results are positive, that the report could help 

encourage further backing for modal shift. 

It'll come as no surprise that with reduced motorised 

traffic on the roads in 2020, there were fewer collisions 

and fewer casualties than previous years, however as a 

previous study of noted; average vehicle speeds 

increased.  

The numbers of motorised vehicles on the road approximately halved during the national lockdown 

periods, which across the whole of Berkshire lead to background levels of Nitrogen Dioxide falling by 

up to 40%, and other Nitrous Oxides falling by between 22 and 34%. Particulate matter such as that 

from brakes and tyre wear fell by 24%. All demonstrating that there were substantial air quality 

benefits by reducing motorised vehicles. 

Confirmed by the UK Reseach Institute, in 2016, a Royal College of Physician’s report stated that 

around 40,000 early deaths can be attributed to poor air quality. 

Traffic Safety Roads 

What Learner Drivers have 

reported or say 

“I’ve had drivers get out the car and 

shout, or wind down their windows and 

call me useless.” 

“Drivers make you feel as if you’re wrong 

when you follow the rules and they break 

them.” 

“I got verbal abuse and rude hand 

gestures… and stalled the car.” 

“The road is a scary place! I don’t drive 

anymore because of the other people on 

the road!” 

“Beeping at me isn’t going to make me 

recover from stalling any quicker!” 

https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/617180
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EXPANDING THE ULTRA LOW EMMISION ZONE 

The consultation on plans to expand the Capital’s Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) has been launched. 

With an expectation that 

it will come into effect 

on 29th August 2023. The 

proposal is that the 

extention to the exisiting 

zone cover most of 

Greater London. 

The ULEZ would be 

operational 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week, 

364 days a year 

(excluding Christmas 

Day). There would be a 

daily charge of £12.50 for non-compliant vehicles. 

It is estimated that the number of cars not meeting the tough ULEZ standards each day in outer 

London would fall from 160,000 to 46,000 and the number of vans from 42,000 to 26,000. 

The current ULEZ came into force in central London in April 2019, and lines up with the existing 

Congestion Charging Zone (CCZ). 

You can find details about the consultation at  https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/driving/ultra-low-emission-

zone which closes on 29th July 2021 

LOW EMISSION ZONES IN SCOTLAND 

Scotland has announced the first four Low Emission Zones (LEZs) which have been agreed at local 

authority level and have been approved by Scottish ministers, as required in legislation through the 

Transport (Scotland) Act 2019 and have now been set for Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee and Aberdeen. 

In Glasgow, the LEZ already applies to buses and for other 

vehicle types, enforcement will commenced on 1st June 2023 

(1st June 2024 for residents within the zone). 

The dates for the other three cities are Edinburgh 1st June 

2024, Dundee on 30th May 2024 and Aberdeen on 1st June 

2024 

The minimum emission standards for vehicles permitted 

within the four LEZs are Euro 4 for petrol cars and vans  and 

Euro 6 for diesel cars and vans. A number of vehicles are exempt from LEZ requirements, including 

any vehicle a blue badge holder is travelling in. 

Jenny Gilruth said:  

“The introduction of Low Emission Zones is a truly significant public health moment for Scotland. Our 

air quality is generally good – but for too long air pollution has exceeded legal limits for health in our 

city centres as a consequence of unrestricted vehicle emissions.” 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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WORKING VEHICLES 

New figures for 2021 show that commercial vehicles, buses and coaches accounted for their highest 

ever proportion of all vehicles on the road since records began. 

Some 40,506,971 vehicles are now 

registered for the road and interestingly 

more than one in eight are working vehicles, 

doing a job – this includes some 75,000 

buses, more than 600,000 trucks and 4.8 

million vans. 

Buses lead the way in terms of 

electrification, but diesel is still 

predominant, with just 1.3% on batteries. 

Battery technology is even less common in vans, with just one in 180 running on electric, while 

electric HGVs, with their demanding operational cycles, make up one in every 2,000 – less than 0.1% 

of all trucks. 

Whilst things are slowly moving in the right direction, SMMT say that we need more support from 

government to accelerate the commercial vehicle sector on its journey towards electrification. . 

ROADPOL ACTIVITY 

ROADPOL's exists to coordinate traffic enforcement and cross-border police collaboration across 

Europe with the aim of enhancing Road Safety.  

4000 instances of driving under the influence (DUI) of alcohol and/or drugs were registered during 

ROADPOL's latest 24-hour enforcement marathon. The operation and represented massive 24-hour 

checks along the roads of 12 of the member countries. 

According to the reports more than 167,000 drivers were checked throughout Europe during the day 

and night of the operation. Of these 3,724 drivers were under the influence of alcohol and 358 under 

the influence of drugs. Although the legislation in European countries differs slightly, driving under 

the influence is punishable in all of them countries. Some countries have a 0 limit (zero tolerance), 

while in other countries a low content of breath alcohol level is still allowed. 

WALKING AND CYCLING TO WORK 

Employers need to do more to support young people to cycle and walk to work, in order to ease the 

financial burden of commuting and enable healthier lifestyles according to Cycling UK 

A new survey has found that 43% of young people (18-24-year-olds) 

are considering changing their method of travel due to ever  

increasing costs of transport. Among those in this age group who 

do not currently cycle to work, 37% stated improved workplace 

facilities, such as bike storage and lockers, would encourage them 

to do so. More than a third (36%) also said they’d be more likely 

to cycle to work if their employer offered financial help to buy a 

bike, and 29% if their workplace offered a cycle to work scheme. 

Cycling UK says active travel comes with many benefits to businesses, including increased 

productivity, better staff retention, lower costs and lower environmental impact. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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BARONESS VERE SAID AT TRAFFEX….. 

Roads Minsiter Baroness Vere addressed the audience at Traffex held at the NEC in Birmingham in 

which she said  

“Road pricing presented an 'opportunity' and that the loss of 

fuel duty tax revenue from the switch to electric vehicles (EVs) was 

an 'undeniable challenge'. There is an opportunity when we think 

about the usage of roads nowadays it is not just about cars getting 

from a to b, there are other ambitions whether that be air quality, or 

decarbonisation, or the challenge of lower taxation for EVs. We want 

people to take up EVs so we do have to provide them with incentives 

but we do recognise there is a challenge coming that is undeniable. 

The answer at this point, I am unable to define. Suffice to say we are 

well aware of it.”  

The minister also revealed that the Department for Transport's plans 

to release a national road safety strategic framework were in the 

final. 

“I saw a draft of the safety strategic framework last week and 

I was not happy so I sent it back with comments. We are getting there. 

Sometimes we give ourselves deadlines, which can be stupid because 

it just has to be a really good piece of work. I would very much like 

to get it out before the summer recess. It could go over to September 

but in general, it is more about the process of this long-term vision 

anyway. I promise it is coming.” 

Questioned by Highways on the Government's Levelling Up Strategy and why powers were simply not 

handed to local authorities, Baroness Vere suggested  

“It's all about whether local authorities have the capability and capacity to use the powers 

properly because at the end of the day it will be cities that lose out if they can't and then they will 

blame the Government; however, there are various new devolution deals currently going through 

[the communities department] and a part of those will be transport powers.” 

On the issue of the cycle of decline of the bus network The Baroness said that  

 “Her focus was on removing congestion from cities through bus priority measures to ensure 

bus travel is easier than private car travel.” 

IDLING 

Recent research has revealed that more than 20% of drivers admit to regularly leaving their engines 

running while their vehicle is stationary despite the impact this has on air quality. 

The work conducted by CWC Environmental for Idling Action London found that 78% of respondents 

usually or always switch off the engine when parked or pulled over. However, this leaves 22% of 

drivers who admit to regularly idling their engines. 

The research published to coincide with National Clean Air Day also revealed that 5-10% of drivers 

surveyed have stop-start technology but have chosen to disable it with the most common reasons for 

doing so being that they worry it might wear out the battery or that they find it annoying. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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ROAD DEATHS 

The RAC is urging the Government to consider re-introducing road safety targets, after new figures 

show a rise in road deaths during 2021 to 1,560 over the 2020 figure of 1,460. It should be noted that 

the 2021 figure is provisional and we will know the final figure around the end of September. 

The real question to ask is whether we would really make a significant difference if casualty reduction 

targets were re-introduced. There were a number of factors as to why the targets of the 2020 to 2010 

appeared to have made a difference. However against that success was a recession and a big impact 

made to in vehicle safety and technology and as was said very clearly at a Westminster Lecture “The 

reduction would have happened anyway by many of the actions which were taken whether there had 

been targets or not by improved road, vehicle and human engineering.”   

The DfT rightly says the impact of the Covid pandemic should be considered before drawing any 

meaningful conculsions on what might be happening. For many years now we have seen road deaths 

recorded at just under 1,800 and it is true that they have not moved further down for over a decade 

but it is going to take a couple more years until we see in which direction we are really going although 

the current trend does not look good. 

The chart below shows at the top the number of people killed each year since 2009 and indicates that the 2021 figure is 
provisional. The other figure on the brown background indicates the total number of people killed or injured. 

 

Nicholas Lyes, RAC head of roads policy, said:  

“RAC research suggests there is a huge level of concern among drivers about the standard of driving on 

our roads, so we urge the Government to consider re-introducing road safety targets and they should also 

look at whether the long-term decline in full-time road traffic police officers has led to a worsening in 

driver behaviour and an increase in casualties as a result.  

UNDER 17 CAR CLUBS 

The under 17 car club provides an opportunity for those under the licencing age to learn something 

about driving away from the public highway and they are always looking for new locations where they 

can establish a centre. Obiously they need a safe off road enviroment where there is space for under 

age people to experience what it is like to drive. Fortunately they are suported by a variety of 

businesses and official bodies who can offer such a space for a given short period of time such as MOD 

Lyneham in Wiltshire, Berkeley Power Station in Gloucestershire, Castle Combe Circuit in Wiltshire 

etc. They are currently keen to find a site in the Norfolk,Sufolk, Cambridgeshire area and any 

uggestions would be most welcome. You can find more about the under 17 Car club at 

https://under17-carclub.co.uk/    

Traffic Safety Roads 
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DIAGNOSING PEDESTRIAN INJURIES 

DfT data shows 346 pedestrians were killed in 2020 – with more than 14,000 injured and now a project 

is underway by University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire (UHCW) NHS Trust in conjunction with 

Coventry University’s Centre intended to improve the treatment of pedestrians who have been 

involved in traffic collisions. 

At its core, the project will see the development of a Forensic Pedestrian Trauma Database (FPTD) – 

effectively a system that enables paramedics to gain information about victims at a much greater 

speed. At the scene paramedics will take a photo of the vehicle involved in the collision. A computer 

model will reverse engineer the collision and then work out factors including the vehicle speed and 

the impact on the pedestrian. The information can then be added to a database to create a virtual 

CT scan of what’s happening inside the victim’s body, information that could be ‘critical’ for 

paramedics. The information can also be sent to a hospital, speeding up the triage and improving the 

treatment upon arrival at Accident and Emergency units. 

RELAXING SPEED SANCTIONS 

Despite an increase in road deaths in France consideration is being given to relaxing speed sanctions 

and to only apply the penalty point system for speeding in excess of 5 km/h over the posted speed 

limit, according to an unnamed source. 

Currently, anyone going above the speed limit 

can be fined and have points removed from 

their license.[In France they start with twelve 

points and lose them, the reverse to UK 

wheree we add and disqualify at 12]   The fines 

and amount of penalty points is linked to the 

level of speeding.  According to the AFP 

report, drivers caught speeding less than 5 

km/h over the limit in future could still receive 

a fine but not face penalty points. 

Road deaths in France have been significantly higher every month of this year compared to 2021, 

according to official figures.  So it seems a particularly strange time to be considering weakening 

measures to combat one of the most significant factors in collisions and deaths and any flexibility 

around the threshold for speeding could be taken as an invitation to drive faster. 

WOMAN TRAPPED IN VEHICLES 

Women are almost twice as likely as men to be trapped in a vehicle after a traffic collision, according 

to a new study of UK injury data. The researchers were motivated to carry out the study after reading 

Caroline Criado Perez’s bestselling book ‘Invisible Women’, which highlighted research by Astrid 

Linder, Research Director of Traffic Safety at the Swedish National Road and Transport Research 

Institute (VTI) on how women are more likely to be seriously injured in car crashes, because crash 

test dummies were modelled on the “average male”. 

The study looked at the differences in injury patterns by sex and may help vehicle manufacturers, 

emergency services personnel and road-safety organisations tailor responses with the aim of more 

equitable outcomes by targeting equal performance of safety measures and reducing excessive risk 

to one sex over another. 

They looked at data from 70,027 patients admitted to hospitals in the UK between January 2012 and 

December 2019, finding that although men were more likely to be involved in serious crashes and 

admitted to hospital, 16% of women became trapped in the wreckage, versus only 9% of men. Women 

also sustained more hip and spinal injuries, whereas men suffered more head, face, chest and limb 

injuries. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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TECHNOLOGY AIMED AT KEEPING YOU LAWFUL 

Seeing road signs, particularly those related to speed limits and reacting to them can depend on how 

visible they are. Street furniture is increasing, trees and shrubs are left unmaintained, and more 

parked cars and van obscuring views. 

As a result Ford is trialling connected vehicle technology using geofencing – a virtual geographical 

boundary. They claim this could one day do away with the need for some signs completely.  As well 

as improving road safety, the system could also help drivers avoid inadvertently breaking the law by 

aiding the driver to keep to speed limits, whilst also improving roadside appearances by reducing 

clutter. 

In Europe, up to 29% of road fatalities are pedestrians and cyclists, depending on the country. Setting 

up 30 km/h zones is considered key to reducing the risk to pedestrians in urban areas. It allows more 

time for drivers to react and the impact speed is lower.  Following on from Intelligent Speed Assist 

and Adaptive Cruise Control, Ford’s Geofencing Speed Limit Control system has the potentially to be 

more flexible and effective. 

Researchers are using two FordPro vehicles to 

analyse the impact of speed limiting in terms 

of improving traffic flow and reducing the risk 

of crashes. Testing is taking place with the all-

electric Ford E-Transit vans in Cologne, 

Germany. This 12-month trial builds on other 

recent Ford research projects that endeavour 

to help improve road safety. These include 

connected traffic light tech that could 

automatically go green to offer clearer routes 

for ambulances, fire engines and police 

vehicles. There is also the use of specific 

speakers inside the vehicle to alert drivers to 

the direction from which people and objects 

are approaching. 

The trial is the result of a collaboration 

between Ford, city officials in Cologne and 

Aachen.  Engineers developed technology that 

connects the vehicle to the geofencing system 

for GPS tracking and data exchange. The driver 

receives the information via the dashboard 

display cluster. The new speed limit flashes 

below the current speed. The vehicle 

automatically reduces speed in line with the 

geofenced zone. The driver can however 

override the system and deactivate the speed 

limit control at any time. 

In the future,  drivers could also set their own 

geofencing zones at speeds as low as 20 km/h, 

including at depots and private facilities. 

Speed limits could also be set dynamically, to 

take into account local hazards, temporary 

road works and the time of day. 

 

In the UK, it is estimated that the number of road signs has doubled in the last two decades, to 

around 4.6 million in total. The Department for Transport is requesting local councils remove 

unnecessary and unsightly signs.  Reducing the number of signs on the roads could go a long way 

towards decluttering our cities. Drivers would also be able to concentrate on the roads rather than 

keep watch for signs. 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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E SCOOTER TRIAL EXTENDED 

By no means popular with many the London trial of rental e-scooter schemes has proven to be very 

popular and was set to end next month but has been extended until 20th November 2022 to allow 

the trial to build on its successes and further explore how e-scooters can play a role in a sustainable 

transport network.  

London’s trial launched in June 2021 and has expanded significantly 

since then, with ten boroughs, more than 500 designated parking 

locations and 4,100 e-scooter vehicles now involved. Since the 

launch, more than one million journeys have been made across the 

three operators taking part in London’s trial – Dott, Lime and TIER. 

These journeys cover a total of more than 2.5 million kilometres, 

with April being the busiest month so far for the trialand thousands 

of users have also benefited from the operators’ discount schemes, 

which make the rental vehicles more affordable for people on low 

incomes and with disabilities.  

Meanwhile, TfL and London Councils have welcomed the Government’s move to begin the process of 

legalising privately-owned e-scooters. They say the development has the potential to make important 

improvements to the safety of private e-scooters, which are not presently regulated. 

STOLEN CARS 

Nearly 112,000 cars were reported as stolen to police forces across the UK in 2021 at an estimated  

value of over £260 million.  

The Metropolitan Police Service received the greatest 

number of reports of stolen vehicles with almost 

31,000 cars stolen across the capital. West Midlands 

Police came in second, with over 10,100 cars stolen, 

while Greater Manchester Police (7,400), 

Hertfordshire (5,100) and Essex Police (2,800) 

complete the top five. 

Top 10 police forces by stolen vehicles, 2019-2021 

Rank Police Force   2019  2020  2021  Total 

1 Metropolitan   36,746  29,938  30,924  97,608 

2 West Midlands    9,042   8,374  10,167  27,583 

3 Greater Manchester    7,531   6,507    7,452  21,490 

4 Essex      4,022   2,890    2,820    9,732 

5 West Yorkshire    3,739   2,709    2,588    9,036 

6 Hertfordshire    1,941   1,663    5,127    8,731 

7 Kent Police    3,427   2,637    2,543    8,607 

8 Avon and Somerset   2,488   1,971    2,207    6,666 

9 Surrey     1,510   1,428    1,495    4,433 

10 Merseyside     1,133   1,125    1,220    3,478 

   

All police forces  125,645  101,704  111,715  339,064 
 Source: Direct Line Car Insurance 2022 

Traffic Safety Roads 
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ROAD SAFETY WEEK 2022 

Road Safety Week is the UK's biggest road safety event. Every year, thousands of schools, 

organisations, businesses and communities get involved to raise an 

awareness about using the roads safely. 

 The theme of Road Safety Week 2022 is SAFE ROADS FOR ALL. 

The week is to take place from 14th to 20th November and is co-ordinated by 

BRAKE.  

Information about how you can get involved can be found at https://www.brake.org.uk/road-safety-

week/take-part 

PROJECT EDWARD 2022 

Project EDWARD (Every Day Without A Road Death) is an annual UK-wide road safety campaign backed 

by government, the emergency services, highways agencies, road safety organisations and British 

businesses.  

The Project EDWARD week of action this year will take place from 

Monday 19th September to Sunday 25th September.  

The theme for 2022 is Changing Minds, Changing Behaviour.  

The Campaign, Managed by Projects Zero promotes an evidence-led, ‘safe system’ approach – the 

long-term objective of which is a road traffic system free from death and serious injury. 

Information about how you can get involved can be found at https://projectedward.org/  

WORLD DAY OF REMEMBRANCE FOR ROAD TRAFFIC VICTIMS 

Every year in November a day is set aside to remember all people killed and seriously injured on the 

roads worldwide and to provide a platform not just to ackmowledge those who have lost their lives 

in road crashes but also their families. At the same time we reflect on the crucial work of the 

emergency services whilst advocating better support for road 

traffic victims and victim families and furtther explore what 

actions can be taken to prevent and eventually stop further 

road traffic deaths and injuries. 

Sunday 20th November 2022 is the date for this year and to find out how you can contribute within 

your organisations on the day go to https://worlddayofremembrance.org/#top  

REDUCING CASUALTIES BY STOPPING CRASHES 

The next two Conference Style Events which are being promoted under the above heading and for 

which bookings can now be made are as follows. Early bird discounts currently apply so make your 

reservations in good time 

 

 

https://www.grahamfeest.com/gfc-events/ and follow the link to the apprpriate event and 

application form 
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COUNCIL TRAFFIC FINES BEGIN 

The first tranche of local authorities in England have wated no time in applying to get new powers 

to issue fixed penalties to motorists for moving traffic violations next month after ministers approved 

their requests and laid an order before Parliament. 

The Civil Enforcement of Moving Traffic 

Contraventions Designations and Miscellaneous 

Amendments Order 2022 lists 11 councils that 

have applied to the transport secretary for 

powers covering part of their respective areas, 

while one, Borough Council, has applied for 

powers covering the whole borough. 

The councils seeking to use the powers over 

part or all the area that they cover are: 

Oxfordshire, Bath and North East Somerset, 

Buckinghamshire, Derby, Hampshire, Luton, 

Reading, Surrey, Kent, Norfolk, Durham 

County Council and Bedford.  

The powers arise under the Traffic Management Act 2004 and were previously only available in London 

and then later in Wales. At Traffex last year, roads minister Baroness Vere announced that they would 

be made available to other English councils on request and last month the Department for Transport 

issued statutory guidance for local authorities on applying for and using the powers, which states 

that it aims to strike the right balance between overall consistency and allowing policies to suit local 

circumstances and provide ‘a system that is fair to the motorist, but also effective in enforcing traffic 

restrictions’. 

DIGITAL ROADS 

A new project is getting underway to analyse the potential benefits of increasing connectivity and 

the use of digital technology on local roads in England to create ‘digital roads’. 

Digital roads is a broad concept where increasing use 

of information technology, data and connectivity 

allows changes to the way roads are designed, built, 

managed and used. 

The Digital Roads for Local Roads project aims to 

benefit the whole transport sector, local road 

authorities, and the Department for Transport (DfT) 

by providing a clear digital vision focusing on the 

needs and opportunities of local roads which can help 

inform future policy decisions. 

The initiative is engaging with stakeholders through surveys, workshops and interviews to gather a 

wide spectrum of views from local authorities, professional bodies, academia, consultants and 

contractors 

A report to be published later this year will provide a view of what a digital local road network in 

England could look like by 2030 and will set out the wider benefits of digitally-enabled roads for 

various stakeholders including users, residents, local businesses and the wider communities. 
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